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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Writing As Art, Editing, and Publishing is a
100-pages-self-guided, illustrated book that takes writers and artisans through the pages, phases
and stages of self-publishing in any genre. We have the tools to publish today that were often out of
our reach as recently as five-to-ten years ago. Particularly, Indie publishing has had a clear
historical path to success beginning with many great authors. If we choose, like some before us, to
publish ourselves and commit to the cost and specifics self-publishing, we can have artistic control
and possible higher returns from our book promotions, signings and sales. For me, as a self-
publishing advocate, editing and moving a book to the point of sales, can only begin when the
author has an authentic printed proof copy of his or her book in their hands. Anything before this:
typed and re-typed revisions pages, inserted notes, and partial or complete sentence inserts, etc. on
your computer files or standard print paper, is still in artistic phases and pages of writing. The
writer makes a commitment to publish when they upload and print an edited...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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